ZONING PERMIT APPLICATION SITE PLAN

Prepare to reasonable scale indicating the following information:

1. North Arrow
2. Front, Rear and Side property lines and their dimensions
3. Road or Street and Driveway
4. Any existing structures and their locations
5. Proposed structures & their locations (setbacks)
6. Dimensions of each structure – existing and proposed
7. Location of existing or proposed septic systems and wells

Indicate North: +

☐ 8. Location of shoreline if property abuts a lake or stream if within 500'
☐ 9. Location of rivers or streams if within 500'
☐ Location of Wetlands
☐ 10. Location of steep slopes/ravines

☐ 11. Elevations of Structure or Building
(2 Commercial - Location of Signs (Size, etc.) and Parking (Spaces + Lands)

Scale: ________________________________